Oracle Revenue Management
and Billing (ORMB)
Quick Start Program

Five Things to Know…
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In an already pro�tability-challenged environment, Oracle
found that revenue leakage is costing �nancial institutions
3-8% of their income.*
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As a result, leading banks are increasingly focusing on
pricing as a focus area in driving top line growth.
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According to McKinsey, a sophisticated pricing system
can boost revenues by as much as 6-15%.
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Oracle has invested in developing a leading-class, revenue
management Cloud solution, powered by analytics, to arm
banks with the insights they need for intelligent
decisioning around all their pricing and billing scenarios
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The Quick Start Program gives banks a 3-month, risk-free
opportunity to try Oracle’s leading pricing and billing
platform in an environment populated with their own data.

Smarter Pricing and Billing is Becoming
an Increasingly Critical Focus Area in
Driving Revenue Growth
Financial institutions continue to face pro�tability
headwinds, accelerated further by declining interest
rates, capital ine�ciencies and the cost of keeping up
with regulation. To o�set these pro�tability challenges
in a critical time of growth, �nancial institutions need to
closely examine all their revenue drivers.
And one of the key revenue-generation areas that
leading banks have started focusing on has been in
pricing. To boost their top line growth, banks need to
drive more customer-centric deal pricing with
pro�table outcomes, e�ciently manage complex
billing scenarios and o�er their customers pricing
rewards and loyalty programs that create, sticky,
value-driven relationships.

Which is why Oracle has invested in
developing a leading-class, pricing
and billing Cloud Solution.
Don’t Leave Revenue on the Table

Smart Pricing Key in Making Headway Against
Pro�tability Headwinds
Revenue Leakage

3-8%

Estimated to Cost Banks
3-8% of Their Income

6-15%

A Sophisticated Pricing
System Can Boost Revenues

Today’s Challenges…
• Increased sensitivity to price versus
value gained
• Corporates increasingly demanding
single view of their business
• Pricing still occurs in silos rather
than based on business value
• Due to disparate pricing systems,
revenue clarity is often limited
• Legacy system limitations make
changes to pricing structures
cumbersome and time consuming
• Continuing pressures from
regulators to be transparent

Boost Your Revenue With a Cloud Pricing System
Introducing Oracle Revenue Management and Billing

Unify & Simplify
• Uni�ed platform reduces
complexity
• Centralized control / decentralized
execution

Leverage Smart Insights
• Analytics-driven parameters for
tailored customer-centric pricing

Build Agility
• Faster time-to-market with Cloud
capability
• Built-in work�ows and rules-driven
automated processes

Your First Step to Boosting
Revenue Starts with this
Three-Month, Cloud Trial.
What is the Quick Start Program?
Access a pre-con�gured version of ORMB online,
anytime, free of charge for a 3-month period!
• 3-month, risk-free “try and buy” program
• Eliminate lengthy internal hardware and software
provisioning cycles
• Visualize tangible bene�ts with your own data
• Serve your customers e�ciently and transparently
• Access ORMB consultants to identify areas for
improvement
• 20-point tangible value bene�t reports driven from
your data
• Gain great insights into your ROI

Get started today!
To sign-up for your FREE trial, visit
www.oracle.com/Stop-Revenue-Leakage
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